Cautious optimism and low risk-taking
appetite marked the year
Central Europe CFO Survey 2016
Bosnia and
Herzegovina

2016 results | 2nd edition

BiH CFOs expressed cautious optimism
and low risk-taking appetite motivated by
expected moderate GDP growth and
announced reforms.
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Introduction
It is a great pleasure to introduce the 2nd edition of
the Deloitte CFO survey for Bosnia and Herzegovina, as well
as the 7th edition at the level of Central Europe. Once again,
we have documented BiH CFOs’ sentiments across
a range of economic and business issues that are relevant to
their interests and the economy, in general. It also enables
a comparison of BiH CFOs’ views with those of their peer
groups from elsewhere in Central Europe: Bulgaria, Croatia,
the Czech Republic, Hungary, Lithuania, Poland, Romania,
Serbia, Slovakia and Slovenia.
A general expectation is that 2016 will be a year of reforms
at the state and company levels. The government has set
the pace for reforms and broadly defined steps to be taken.
We have already witnessed them through the Labor Acts
and collective agreements that are being (re)negotiated at
the time of preparation of this report. The reforms expected
to come next relate to taxation and market liquidity, in
general.
In 2015 Bosnia and Herzegovina is expected to achieve
a modest growth in terms of real GDP reaching 2.3 percent
according to the IMF forecast (official data will be available
at a later date), while the 2016 outlook is more optimistic
with a forecast growth of 3.1 percent. CFOs do not share
this optimism, as a majority expect a growth of 0.6 percent
- 1.5 percent in 2016. The figure, combined with a slight
increase in inflation, shows that the country is still facing
economic stagnation.
The unemployment rate is approximately 27.5 percent,
according to the most recent ILO statistics (the official
unemployment rate, according to the official state statistics,
exceeds 40 percent, due to a different methodology used).
Most of the surveyed CFOs (50 percent) do not expect any
new jobs to open up in 2016 and slightly less (41.7 percent)
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expect a small increase in the number of employed persons,
similar to the response rate on general unemployment rates
for 2016 (50 percent expect the rate to remain the same,
while 33 percent expect a slight decrease). Only a minor
group (8.3 percent) expects the number of employees
to decrease. Hence, the overall expectation is that the
unemployment rate should slightly decrease in 2016.
According to IMF’s “Selected Issues paper on Bosnia and
Herzegovina” from October 2015, private sector job gains
from the boom years have been lost in the aftermath of
the global financial crisis. The job losses were somewhat
masked by a continued expansion of the employment in
the broader public sector. The IMF Report further states that
over the past decade the number of public administration
and defense jobs has increased by nearly 13 percent, while
employment in education and health sectors has increased
more than 22 percent. With high wages and large public
sector employment, BiH is spending a greater share of GDP
on compensation of public sector employees than its peers.
The unstable macroeconomic environment and a further
need for structural reforms have also been reflected in
the CFOs’ responses.
A continuation of the risk-averse attitude has been
identified, as 91.7 percent of respondents clearly indicated
that this is not a good time to take greater risks onto their
balance sheets.
Regarding the question “Compared with six months ago,
how do you feel about the financial prospects for your
company”, 41.7 percent claimed being somewhat more
optimistic, while 33.3 percent stated that their expectations
are broadly unchanged. BiH CFOs are therefore slightly less
optimistic than in 2014 when 45.6 percent were somewhat

optimistic about financial prospects and 11.8 percent were
very optimistic.
Half of the BiH CFOs expect the level of capital expenditure
(CAPEX) to increase slightly in 2016. However, 33 percent
expect no change, and 17 percent anticipate a decrease
in CAPEX. Low CAPEX figures compared with other
countries require attention because they could have
a negative impact on the competitive position of BiH
companies in the long run.
A low CAPEX spending budget is partially due to the faulty
premise that it is difficult to access external funding through
bank borrowing. Of the total respondents, 41.7 percent
believe that it is currently “very unattractive to take on bank
debt”, while 25 percent fall under the category “neither
attractive nor unattractive”. None of the CFOs found
borrowing from banks a very attractive form of financing.

Sabina Softić
Country Leader
Deloitte Bosnia
and Herzegovina

Emir Ibišević
Manager, Tax
Deloitte Bosnia
and Herzegovina

Although CFOs are still risk averse in respect to current
market conditions in which their companies operate, most
of them have no plans to raise the level of gearing. Only
16.7 percent plan to increase their gearing, while the
remaining 83.3 percent intend to either keep it the same or
decrease it.
Overall, 2016 will be a challenging year from both
the business and the government perspectives, with painful
reforms and slow growth. The future seems to be brighter
based on the World Bank and the IMF forecasts.
We would like to thank all the survey participants and are
looking forward to our cooperation in the future editions.
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Key local findings
Survey results show that BiH CFOs expect a slight growth of GDP
in the coming year (0.6percent – 1.5percent), which is below
the IMF forecast growth of 3.1 percent.
Unemployment rates are anticipated to either remain the same
(50 percent) or to decrease somewhat (33.3 percent). The government
has implemented a new Labor Act and is currently renegotiating
collective agreements with an aim to further liberalize the market
and encourage employment.
According to the survey, the following listed are the top strategies for
companies in 2016, by priority:
• revenue growth on the current market,
• reduction of direct costs,
• new investments,
• reduction of indirect costs,
• revenue growth on new markets, and
• improvement of liquidity.
Key issues faced by companies in BiH are the pressure on market prices,
collection of receivables and changing business regulations.
BiH CFOs prefer financing from internal sources or equity to external
financing which they consider to be expensive.
A lack of top talent in finance is seen as less of an issue than in previous
years. Nevertheless, there is a talent gap among middle and senior
management.
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CE comparative analysis
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Economic outlook
(Key economic trends)
GDP growth
The survey results for Bosnia and Herzegovina show
that CFOs have clearer expectations regarding the GDP
growth in 2016 compared with the previous CFO survey
from 2014. Namely, 16.7 percent of BiH CFOs expect
the country’s GDP to grow up to 0.5 percent, while
83.3 expect a growth between 0.6 percent and 1.5
percent. Not a single Bosnian CFO expects the GDP to
grow over 1.6 percent.

Graph 1 - CFOs expectations for Bosnia and Herzegovina GDP growth in 2016
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According to the previous survey (2014), 8.8 percent
expected recession, 70.6 percent expected the GDP
to stagnate (0 percent – 1.5 percent), and 20.6
percent anticipated a moderate growth (1.6 percent
– 3 percent). These rather optimistic forecasts were
diminished when floods hit the country in 2014 and
directly impacted the 2015 GDP growth rate.
Findings from the surveys in neighboring countries are
similar. More than 92 percent of Croatian CFOs expect
a growth of up to 1.5 percent in 2016, and 94 percent
of Serbian peers share the same expectation (in both
countries more than 50 percent anticipated the growth
to lie between 0.6 percent and 1.5 percent). Slovenia
is more optimistic, with 35 percent expecting growth
to be between 0.6 and 1.5 percent, while 61 percent
anticipated a growth between 1.6 percent and 2.5
percent.
At the Central European level, Poland and Slovakia are
the most optimistic, with 55 percent and 31 percent
of the respondents, respectively, envisaging a growth
between 2.6 percent and 3.5 percent.
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Unemployment
Unemployment remains a key challenge in Bosnia
and Herzegovina. Under the ILO methodology, the
unemployment rate reaches 27.5 percent. There has
only been a slight improvement of unemployment rates
over the past decade mainly driven by employment in
the public sector.
Graph 2 - Over the next 12 months how do you expect levels of unemployment to change
in your country?
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The unemployment rate forecast made by CFOs
has shown a slight shift towards a decrease in
unemployment rates when compared with the level
of optimism noted in 2014. Specifically, 50 percent
expect employment to stagnate (42.6 percent in 2014),
while 33.3 percent anticipate a decrease (14.7 percent
in 2014), and 16.7 percent (38.2 percent in 2014)
anticipate higher unemployment rates for 2016.
Croatia and Slovenia have similar unemployment
forecasts for the next 12 months compared with BiH.
Serbia, however, is less optimistic, with 48 percent of
the respondents believing that the unemployment rate
will increase.
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Slovakia reports the most optimistic view of future
unemployment, with 88 percent forecasting a decrease
in its unemployment rate.

Crisis in Greece
Regarding the question about the extent to which
recent events in Greece changed prospects for achieving
a stable and closely integrated European monetary
union in the long run, 33 percent of Bosnian CFOs
believe that it will have no effect, which is the second
highest percentage among all surveyed countries (only
Lithuania has 47 percent), while 58 percent see them as
somewhat damaging to prospects, which is similar to
the other countries’ findings, with only Lithuania and
Slovakia having 34 percent and 38 percent respectively.
Croatia’s and Serbia’s CFOs estimates show that
62 percent and 58 percent respectively find that the
crisis in Greece has somewhat damaged their prospects.

Business environment outlook
(external business factors)
External risks
In Bosnia and Herzegovina, majority of CFOs show
uncertainty related to external financial and economic
risks affecting their businesses. 58.3 percent of CFOs
rate the overall level of external risks as high, while
16.7 percent rate external risks as very high and normal
respectively. Only 8.3 percent of Bosnian CFOs deem
that the overall level of external risks is low.
CFOs expectations of high levels of uncertainty in Bosnia
and Herzegovina are the highest when compared to all
Central European countries included in the survey and
comparable only to Croatia and Serbia (14 percent and
10 percent).
Regarding factors most likely posing a significant risk
to business over the next 12 months, two factors have
been identified to stand out: 33 percent of CFOs in
Bosnia and Herzegovina believe that market pressure
to decrease prices of offered goods/services will pose
the greatest risk to their businesses in 2016, while 25
percent see insolvency and payment bottlenecks in
the economy as the key challenges.

Insolvency and payment bottlenecks are issues faced
by BiH, Croatia and Serbia, but not a prevailing issue in
other CE countries.
On the other hand, factors not expected to have
a negative impact on business in the following 12
months include geopolitical risk, exchange-rate risk and
the lack of financing.
Graph 3 - How would you rate the general
level of external financial and economic
uncertainty facing your business?

16.7 %

Very high

A third factor that will influence businesses in Bosnia
and Herzegovina is the increase of business regulations
(stated by 17 percent of respondents). This is most likely
due to the already adopted legislation and bills to be
enacted as part of the reform agenda introduced by
the government.

58.3%

High

The market pressure on the prices of goods and services
is a key challenge in the majority of the CE countries
included in the CFO survey, including Bulgaria (37
percent), Croatia (30 percent), the Czech Republic (32
percent), Hungary (29 percent) and Serbia (32 percent).

16.7 %

Normal
8.3 % Low
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Financing
Regarding financing in 2016, CFOs in Bosnia and
Herzegovina are of the opinion that, overall, new loans
will become more available to companies. Namely, 33.3
percent of Bosnian CFOs believe that new credit will be
easily available in 2016, which represents a sharp rise in
optimism from 2014 when only 8.8 percent were of
the same opinion. For 41.7 percent, loans will be
normally available, and the remaining 25 percent feel
that loans will be difficult to obtain.
In comparison with other countries in the region,
8 percent of Croatian, 19 percent of Serbian and 15
percent of Slovenian CFOs think that new credit will
be easily available, while 70 percent and 22 percent
(Croatia), 45 percent and 33 percent (Serbia), 61 percent
and 24 percent (Slovenia) of CFOs are of the opinion
that new credit will be normally available and difficult to
obtain respectively.

Graph 4 - How would you rate the overall availability of new credit for
companies nowadays?
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In relation to financing costs in 2016, 25 percent of
CFOs in Bosnia and Herzegovina believe that they will
increase (42.6 percent in 2014), 58.3 percent expect
them to remain approximately the same (44.1 percent
in 2014), while 16.7 percent expect the costs to
decrease (4.4 percent in 2014). The expected increase
in borrowing costs is partly due to the non-performing
loan portfolio and the cost of related balance-sheet
clean-up among financial institutions. We expect the
NLP share in 2016 to decrease and cease to be a factor
increasing the financing costs.
Most of the CE countries participating in the survey
believe that the costs of financing will either increase or
remain neutral in 2016. Higher costs are expected by
48 percent of respondents in Croatia, with Poland
(with 55 percent) and the Czech Republic (52 percent)
showing the highest level of confidence on the issue
of increasing costs of all the CE countries. On the other
hand, 41 percent of CFOs in Bulgaria and 48 percent of
CFOs in Serbia expect the costs to decrease in
the following period.

Graph 5 - In your view how are financing costs for companies in your country likely to
change over the next 12 months?
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M&A market:

Human capital (talent in Finance):

Despite the globally intensifying trend of mergers and
acquisitions across all industries, CFOs in Bosnia and
Herzegovina do not share the global expectations.
Three-quarters (75 percent) of Bosnian CFOs think that
that in 2016 mergers and acquisitions will stay at the
same level. Only 17 percent expect M&A to expand.

Most of the BiH CFOs (75 percent) do not expect talent
shortages in the finance area, while 25 percent have
some concerns. This is an improvement from the 2014
survey when more than a third of polled CFOs expected
talent shortages. CFOs in Bosnia and Herzegovina
are more optimistic in this respect than most Central
European countries, with higher expectations being
found solely in Bulgaria (79 percent) and the Czech
Republic (77 percent).

The CFO expectations are supported by the FDI inflows
to Bosnia and Herzegovina which have been decreasing
from year to year ever since the 2008 financial crisis.
CFOs from other CE countries do not share the same
opinion with their BiH peers. Highest expectations that
M&A will increase have been found in Bulgaria (83
percent), Lithuania (64 percent) and Romania
(58 percent).

On the contrary, respondents in Croatia (40 percent) and
Serbia (48 percent) expect the lack of talent to pose
a challenge, mostly at the top management level.
The infographic below depicts expected talent shortages
at different levels in Bosnia and Herzegovina.

Graph 6 - Where do you expect significant shortages
in talent in finance over the next year?

Middle level 67%

Junior level 33%
Top level 33%
Graduate Level
employees 33%
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Senior level 67%

Company growth outlook
Priorities and risk appetite:
Most BiH CFOs believe that revenue growth on current
markets needs to stay the top strategic priority over
the following year, so the results have not changed
from the previous survey in 2014. Others areas of focus
according to CFOs in Bosnia and Herzegovina should be
in the following order: reduction of direct costs, new
investments, reduction of indirect costs, revenue growth
on new markets, and improvement of liquidity.

Graph 7 - What is your company’s business focus
for the next 12 months?

6

Most important

5.4 Revenue growth (current markets)

5
3.8 Cost reduction - direct costs

Deloitte perspective
BiH companies would need to develop and implement effective strategic
options for revenue growth on new markets. This can be achieved through
the sale of existing products/services, of new products/services, or a
combination of both.
Various strategic choices could be made to boost sales of existing products on
new markets. For example, a company could expand geographically to new
markets or find new market segments or niches for the existing products.
New strategic choices should be supported by innovation in distribution,
promotion and management systems.
Growth on new markets can be achieved organically, through mergers
& acquisitions, or through various forms of strategic alliances (e.g. distribution
agreements, licenses, joint ventures, etc.). Each strategic option has its pros
and cons in terms of risks and benefits.
Potentially the most risky strategic choice would be entering a new market
with a new product through acquisition. Regardless of the selected strategic
option, growth on new markets is likely to change the risk profile of
a business, as it will face a number of significant new risks. Strategic risks
associated with each strategic choice will need to be identified and evaluated,
and addressed by an appropriate risk management strategy to optimize them.

4
3.3 New
Investments

3.3 Cost reduction
- indirect costs

3
2.9 Revenue Growth
(new markets)

2
2.4

Improved liquidity

1
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Figures reflecting business remodeling or restructuring as
a priority over the next twelve months show significant
differences from the 2014 survey. Only 8.3 percent of
CFOs see this as a strong priority in the following year
(26.5 percent in 2014), while 33.3 percent believe it will
be a slight priority (44.1 percent in 2014), and
the majority (58.3 percent) believe it will not be
a priority in 2016 (29.4 percent in 2014). The figures
correspond with the views of CFOs from the

Graph 9 - Is this a good time to be taking greater risk onto
your comapny’s balance sheet?

Czech Republic, Slovakia and Poland. Only a minority
of CFOs from all the countries consider remodeling or
restructuring as a strong priority in the next 12 months.

Graph 8 - To what extent is business remodelling
or restructuring likely to be a priority for your
business over the next 12 months?
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33.3% Moderate priority
58.3% Not a priority
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One should note that the percentage of CFOs believing
that it is a good time to take greater risks on their
companies’ balance sheets has decreased significantly
compared with the previous survey (8.3 percent in 2016
vs. 25 percent in 2014). Consequently, the percentage
of CFOs believing that the time is not right for taking
greater risks has increased to 91.7 percent.
The figures for Bosnia and Herzegovina are
approximately at the same level as in Slovenia (9 percent
vs. 91 percent), while those in other surveyed countries
show that CFOs are more willing to take more risks and
consequently expect higher returns.

Growth forecasts:
Fifty percent (50 percent) of CFOs in Bosnia and
Herzegovina are generally more optimistic regarding the
question: “Compared with six months ago, how do you
feel about the financial prospects for your company?”,
while 33.3 percent have broadly unchanged opinion
on this matter, and 16.7 percent are generally less
optimistic.
In comparison, BiH CFOs are generally more optimistic
than their peers in Serbia (48 percent) and Slovenia
(36 percent), but are less optimistic than their Croatian
colleagues (64 percent), who have scored the highest
level of optimism of all the countries’ CFOs.

Graph 10 - Compared with six months ago, how do you
feel about the financial prospects for your company?
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CFOs in Bosnia and Herzegovina are equally split when
it comes to revenue growth in their companies in 2016,
with half of them believing that revenue will increase
somewhat and the other half believing that next year’s
revenue will not change. None of the respondents
expected revenue to decrease, which may signal
economic recovery. This, however, is only one segment
of the economic and business environment, and other
factors do not seem to be equally favorable.
Forty-two percent (42 percent) of CFOs in Bosnia and
Herzegovina believe that operating margins will increase
in 2016, while 50 percent expect no change and the
remaining 8 percent expect their operating margins to
decrease. A comparable outcome can be noticed in
Croatia, Serbia and Slovenia, with slight differences
in the structure of the responses.

Central Europe CFO Survey Bosnia and Herzegovina 2016
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When it comes to capital expenditure over the next
twelve months, 50 percent of BiH CFOs expect their
CAPEX to increase, 33 percent expect no change,
and 17 percent expect a CAPEX decrease. In contrast,
only Romanian CFOs expect a higher increase (56
percent). Cutting through the answers, we may notice
that, out of the 50 percent, 33 percent CFOs expect a
slight increase in CAPEX, while 17 percent expect more
significant investments.

Deloitte perspective
Lower CAPEX investment (in comparison with other countries) could cause
competitiveness to decrease in the long run.
CFOs could rethink their CAPEX requirements which need to be linked to
corporate strategy in order to contribute to the sustainability of business and
long-term competitiveness. To this end, CFOs must ensure an efficient and
effective capital budgeting process, with a pipeline of potential CAPEX projects
to be assesses using an appropriate evaluation method that takes into account
both quantitative and qualitative factors. CAPEX funding is available from
different sources (including EBRD, WB, other international financial institutions,
including special credit lines provided by banks).
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BiH CFOs do not expect any new jobs in 2016
(50 percent of the respondents), and a slightly lower
percentage of the respondents expect a small increase
in the number of employed persons (41.7 percent).
The responses correspond with the views on general
unemployment rates in 2016 (50 percent expect the rate
to remain the same, while 33 percent expect a slight
decrease). Only a minor group (8.3 percent) expects
a lower number of employees. The figures seem to be
more optimistic than in Croatia, Serbia and Slovenia.

Debt & Financing:

Graph 11 - Currently bank borrowing
as a source of funding is:
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CFOs in Bosnia and Herzegovina are generally divided
when it comes to bank borrowing as an attractive
source of financing, as 33.3 percent find it attractive,
25 percent consider it neither unattractive nor attractive,
and 41.7 percent think bank borrowings are not an
attractive source of financing. Hungarian and Bosnian
CFOs have scored highest percentages on bank
borrowings as unattractive source of funding of all
the Central European countries.
Regarding corporate debt as a source of funding, half
deem it neither attractive nor unattractive, and close
to 42 percent deem it unattractive. Only 8 percent of
Bosnian CFOs find this type of financing attractive,
which is by far the lowest percentage of all participating
countries.

Equity and internal financing are still the most
attractive sources of funding among CFOs in Bosnia
and Herzegovina, as confirmed by 50 percent of them.
Equity financing is by far the most attractive to Bosnian
CFOs. This type of financing is neither attractive nor
unattractive for 41.7 percent of them, and 8.3 percent
find it unattractive. Interestingly, not a single CFO
in Bosnia and Herzegovina finds internal financing
unattractive, a finding that makes Bosnia
and Herzegovina unique.

Graph 12 - Currently raising equity
as a source of funding is:
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Graph 13 - What is your aim for your level of
gearing over the next 12 months?
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Almost seventeen percent (16.7 percent) of CFOs in
Bosnia and Herzegovina have plans to raise their gearing
levels, which is a decrease from 23.5 percent in 2014.
The percentage of CFOs having no plans to change
the gearing is approximately the same level as in the
previous survey (50 percent in 2016 vs. 48.5 percent in
2014), and the percentage of those planning to reduce
their gearing has increased to 33.3 percent from
28 percent in 2014. Figures in BiH are similar to the ones
found in Croatia for 2016 (18 percent raise; 50 percent
no change; 32 percent reduce).

CFOs are still risk averse mainly due to the bad
experiences of some companies taking on a high level
of debt during the economic boom in the pre-recession
years (a trend peaking in 2007 and 2008), which is why
most of them do not plan to raise the gearing level.

BiH CFOs are quite confident in their ability to service
current debt levels in the future. Specifically, 42 percent
believe that their ability to service debt will increase over
the next three years, while the majority (58 percent)
believe that their ability will remain the same in that
period. In this respect, Bosnian CFOs are more optimistic
since none of them believes that their ability to service
debt will diminish, while a certain percentage of CFOs in
all other participating countries believe that their ability
to service debt will decrease over the next three years.

Central Europe CFO Survey Bosnia and Herzegovina 2016
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About the survey
This issue of the CE CFO survey took place in September and October 2015. A total of 450 CFOs from
11 countries completed our survey. The Deloitte CFO Survey is the only survey that seeks to establish
the views of CFOs in relation to the financial markets, economic outlook and business trends on
a quarterly basis.

We would like to thank all participating CFOs for their efforts in completing our survey.
We hope the report makes an interesting read, clearly highlighting the challenges facing
CFOs, and providing an important benchmark to understand how your organization
rates among peers.
Deloitte CE CFO survey is a “pulse survey” that provides CFOs with information regarding their
peers’ thinking across a variety of topics. It is not, nor is it intended to be, scientific in its number of
respondents, selection of respondents, or response rate —especially within individual industries.

This publication contains general information only, and none of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited, any of its member firms or
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your finances or your business, you should consult a qualified professional adviser. No entity in the Deloitte Network shall
be responsible for any loss whatsoever sustained by any person who relies on this publication. “Deloitte” is the brand under
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